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Preface

The toolbox described in this report was developed as a part of a ProcessIT project at
Lule̊a University of Technology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Numerical simulations are an important part of the development phase of any device
involving circuits and/or antennas. If done correctly, the simulations can reduce the time
needed for the development while the performance of the device is increased. This report
gives a description of a MATLAB toolbox for controlling the Partial Element Equivalent
Circuit (PEEC) software [1] and the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC-2) [2]. The
toolbox is designed to make full use of MATLAB’s scripting possibilities. In Chapter 2
to 4 the functions in the toolbox are described in detail and in Chapter 5 examples of
simulations are given.

The toolbox is freely available and can be obtained from the author. It does, however,
not include the PEEC- and NEC-2 solvers.

• PEEC: The toolbox is designed to work with the PEEC solver developed at Lule̊a
University of Technology and University of L’Aquila.

• NEC-2: The NEC-2 solver used is NEC2++ developed by University of Otago.

It should be noted that the toolbox does not include all functionality that is available.
Also, since the toolbox is updated regularly this manual is not necessarily up to date.
Contact the author for more information.
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Chapter 2

Creating Geometries

The purpose of this chapter is to show how to create models of wires that can be run by
the PEEC solver or by NEC-2. It should be noted that PEEC uses centimeters as the
basic unit whereas NEC-2 assumes all units are in meters.

2.1 Creating Basic Geometries

Here functions for creating basic Geometries are presented. All functions presented in
this Section works for both PEEC and NEC-2.

peecCoil

Create a circular or elliptical coil. The first node is located at the origin and the coil is
assumed to lie in the xy-plane. To create a circular coil use

nodes = peecCoil(z,θ,r)
nodes = peecCoil(z,θ,a,b)

• z is the z-coordinate if each node in the coil. It can be either a scalar (if the coil
is planar) or a vector with length N (where N is the number of nodes) if a spiral
shape is desired.

• θ is the angular coordinate of each node given in radians. This must be a vector
with length N.

• r is the radius of each node in the coil. It can be either a scalar or a vector with
length N.

• a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes. These can be either a scalar or a
vector with length N.

• nodes is the output from the function. It will be a N-by-3 matrix with the x, y, and
z coordinates of each node in the coil.
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6 Creating Geometries

peecRectangularCoil

Create a rectangular coil. The first node is located at the origin and the coil is assumed
to lie in the xy-plane.

nodes = peecRectangularCoil(Nsides,a,b,z)
nodes = peecRectangularCoil(Nsides,a,b,z,s)

• Nsides is the number of sides in the coil.

• a is the length of the bar oriented along the x-axis. It can be either a scalar or a
vector with length N/2 (rounded up).

• b is the length of the bar oriented along the y-axis. It can be either a scalar or a
vector with length N/2 (rounded down).

• z is the z-coordinate if each node in the coil. It can be either a scalar (if the coil is
planar) or a vector with length N (where N is the number of nodes).

• s can be used to make the ends of the coil shorter (e.g. to make room for a feeding
circuit). This is a vector with length 2.

• nodes is the output from the function. It will be a N-by-3 matrix with the x, y, and
z coordinates of each node in the coil.

peecRotate

Rotate and/or translate an existing object.

nodes = peecRotate(nodes1,’option’,value,...)

• nodes1 is a N-by-3 matrix with the nodes specifying the object that is to be rotated
or translated.

• ’option’ can be:

– ’rotx’ - Rotate the object around the x-axis.

– ’roty’ - Rotate the object around the y-axis.

– ’rotz’ - Rotate the object around the z-axis.

– ’addcoord’ - Translate the object.

• value is the value for the option described above. For the rotations (’rotx’, etc.) an
angle should be given in radians and for the translation (’addcoord’) a scalar or a
1-by-3 translation-vector should be given.

• nodes is the output from the function. It will be a N-by-3 matrix with the x, y, and
z coordinates of each node in the object.
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rotCell

Same as peecRotate but nodes1 is a cell array instead of a matrix.

peecBend

Bend an existing object.

nodes = peecBend(nodes1,’option’,value1,value2)

• nodes1 is a N-by-3 matrix with the nodes specifying the object that is to be bent.

• ’option’ can be:

– ’cylinder’ - Bends the object around a cylinder. value1 is the radius of the
cylinder. The cylinder is assumed to be centered on the y-axis (x=0). value2
is a scalar that will move it to this x-coordinate (x=value2). The second input
is optional.

– ’sphere’ - Bends the object around a sphere. value1 is the radius of the sphere.
value2 is a vector with length 2 defining the center of the sphere (by default
assumed to be zero). The second input is optional.

– ’corner’ - Bends the the object around a sharp edge. value1 is the angle of
the edge and value2 is an optional scalar defining the x-coordinate of the edge
(by default assumed to be zero). The edge is oriented along the y-axis.

• nodes is the output from the function. It will be a N-by-3 matrix with the x, y, and
z coordinates of each node in the object.

2.2 Meshing

In this section functions used to mesh a model is presented. This is done in different
ways for PEEC and NEC-2 due to the fact that PEEC uses hexahedrons (e.g. cuboids)
as the basic building block while NEC-2 uses cylinders.

peecMeshWire

Create a PEEC wire model. The term ’wire model’ here means that currents are assumed
to flow in one direction only, here it is assumed to flow in the x-direction. This function
is flexible and can be used in a number of different ways. The output is however always
three matrices that should be handled in the following way:

[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(...)

• A is a structure array that defines the whole PEEC-model. This is later used to
create an input file that can be read with the PEEC solver. The objects in the
model are defined by the fields ndiv, cs, and bz
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• ndiv is the number of divisions of each bars. It is by default set to one but can be
changed manually.

• cs is the material parameters.

• bz are the vertices of the object.

• ind is an index used if several objects exist in the same PEEC-model.

The inputs are divided into four different categories; nodes, width and thickness, ma-
terial parameters, and local coordinate system. The options available in these categories
are described below:

nodes : These are the nodes defining the geometry of the object. It can be given in
the following ways:

[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(nodes,...)
[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(@MyFunct,args,...)

• nodes is a Nbars-by-3 matrix with the x, y, and z coordinates of each node in the
object (where Nbars is the number of bars in the object). It can be created either
using one of the functions above or a user defined matrix.

• MyFunct is a user defined function that creates the matrix nodes described above.
If this option is used args is the arguments that is to be passed to MyFunct.

width and thickness : This is the with and thickness of the object.

[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(...,w,t,...)
[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(...,@MyFunct,args,...)

• w and t are the width and thickness of the wire. These can be either scalars (same
with and/or thickness will be used for the whole object) or vectors of length Nbars
(where Nbars is the number of bars in the object).

• MyFunct is a user defined function that creates w and t as described above. If this
option is used args is the arguments that is to be passed to MyFunct.

material parameters: These arguments specifies the type of material that is used.

[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(...,type,value,...)

• type is the type of material the object is made of. This can be either ’sigma’ (for
conductors) or ’epsilon er’ (for dielectrics).

• value is either the conductivity (in Mhos/m) if ’sigma’ is used or the relative per-
mittivity if ’epsilon er’ is used. This can be either a scalar or a vector of length
Nbars (where Nbars is the number of bars in the object).
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local coordinate system: A local coordinate can optionally be defined. If this is omitted
a local coordinate system will be created automatically (this can be used in most cases).

[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(...,b̂,ĉ)
[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(...,@MyFunct,args)

• b̂ and ĉ are the set of unit vectors describing the y- and z-axis of the local coordi-
nate system, the x-axis is oriented along the current direction (given by the node
locations). b̂ and ĉ must be matrices of size Nbars-by-3 (where Nbars is the number
of bars in the object).

• MyFunct is a user defined function that creates b̂ and ĉ as described above. If this
option is used args is the arguments that is to be passed to MyFunct.

peecMeshSurf

Create a PEEC surface model. The current is here assumed to flow in two directions, the
x- and y-directions of the object. This function works in a similar way as peecMeshWire.

[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshSurf(...)

The outputs of the function are:

• A is a structure array that defines the whole PEEC-model. This is later used to
create an input file that can be read with the PEEC solver. The objects in the
model are defined by the fields ndiv, cs, and bz

• ndiv is the number of divisions of each bars. It is by default set to one but can be
changed manually.

• cs is the material parameters.

• bz are the vertices of the surface patches.

• ind is an index used if several objects exist in the same PEEC-model.

The inputs are divided into three different categories; nodes, thickness, and material
parameters. The options available in these categories are described below:

nodes : These are the nodes defining the geometry of the object. It can be given in
the following ways:

[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(nodes,...)
[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(@MyFunct,args,...)

• nodes is a struct consisting of the fields x, y, and z. Each of these fields must
be a 2-D matrix defining the coordinates of the , it is suggested that MATLAB’s
function meshgrid is used to create x and y. If a node in the surface is set to NaN
(Not-a-Number) there will be no patch connected to that particular node. This
feature can be used to create surfaces with holes.
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• MyFunct is a user defined function that creates the struct nodes described above.
If this option is used args is the arguments that is to be passed to MyFunct.

thickness and material parameters: These parameters are, unlike peecMeshWire, not
flexible and cannot be varied over the surface.

[A.ndiv{ind},A.cs{ind},A.bz{ind}] = peecMeshWire(...,t,materialType,materialValue)

• t is the thickness of the surface. This is a scalar

• materialType is the type of material the object is made of. This can be either
’sigma’ (for conductors) or ’epsilon er’ (for dielectrics).

• materialValue is either the conductivity (in Mhos/m) if ’sigma’ is used or the rel-
ative permittivity if ’epsilon er’ is used.

necGW

Create a NEC-2 wire model (referred to as a GW-card in NEC terminology). The wire
model in NEC-2 are made up of cylindrical sections and currents are assumed to flow
along the wire only. This function works as follows:

A.GW{ind} = necGW(nodes,Nsegs,r)

• A is a structure array that defines the whole NEC-model.

• GW is the output cell array consisting of the information needed to create a GW-
card in NEC-2.

• ind is an index used if several objects exist in the same NEC-model. This index
corresponds to the tag number that is used later in the simulation process.

• nodes is a Nwires-by-3 matrix with the x, y, and z coordinates of each node in the
object (where Nwires is the number of wires in the object). It can be created either
using one of the functions in Section 2.1 above or be a user defined matrix.

• Nsegs is the number of segments in each wire, this should be a vector of length
Nwires.

• r is the radius of each wire, this should be a vector of length Nwires.

2.3 External Components

In both PEEC and NEC-2 it is possible to add external components to the model. This
is done differently in PEEC and NEC-2 and the possibilities are described below.
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2.3.1 Components in PEEC

Three types of external components can be added to a PEEC model; excitation (i.e.
current or voltage sources), external circuits (resistors, inductors, or capacitances), and
probes. The functions used to add these components are described in more detail below.

peecExcitation

Add a current or voltage source to the PEEC model. The syntax for this function is

A.excitation{ind} =
peecExcitation(excitationType,name,node1,node2,analysisType,...)

• A is the structure array defining the model (same as was used for the meshing)
with ind being an index used to separate different excitation sources.

• excitationType is the type of excitation used. This can be either ’V’, for a coltage
source, or ’I’, for a current source.

• name is an arbitrary name given to the source, e.g. ’V1’.

• node1 and node2 is the nodes the source is connected to. This can be either a vector
of length three, consisting of the x, y, and z-coordinates of the node, or ’GND’ to
connect to ground. The node do not have to be a part of some object in the model
but may be in free space if more components are added.

• analysisType is the type of analysis that should be performed. This can be either
’AC’, for a frequency domain analysis, or ’TRAN’, for a transient analysis. This
argument should be followed by either one argument (if the ’AC’ option is used)
or two arguments (it the ’TRAN’ option is used). This is shown below:

A.excitation{ind} = peecExcitation(...,’AC’,acParameters)
A.excitation{ind} = peecExcitation(...,’TRAN’,timeFunction,timeParameters)

• acParameters is a vector of length 2 with the amplitude (amperes or volts) and
phase (degrees) of the AC current or voltage, i.e. acParameters = [amplitude,phase].

• timeFunction is the type of time function used for the transient analysis and timePa-
rameters are the corresponding parameters. The available options are described
below:

– timeFunction = ’PULSE’,
timeParameters = [v1,v2,td,tr,tf,pw,per]

∗ v1 = initial amplitude,

∗ v2 = maximum amplitude,

∗ td = initial time delay,
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∗ tr = pulse rise time,

∗ tf = pulse fall time,

∗ pw = pulse width,

∗ per = period.

– timeFunction = ’GPULSE’,
timeParameters=[Ampl,sigma,td]

∗ Ampl = amplitude,

∗ sigma = pulse width,

∗ td = time delay.

– timeFunction = ’SSTEP’,
timeParameters = [v1,v2,td,tr]

∗ v1 = initial amplitude,

∗ v2 = maximum amplitude,

∗ td = initial time delay,

∗ tr = rise time.

peecRLC

Add external circuitry to the PEEC model.

A.RLC{ind} = peecRLC(type,name,node1,node2,value)

• A is the structure array defining the model (same as was used for the meshing)
with ind being an index used to separate different components.

• type is the type of component that is to be added. This can be ’R’, for a resistor,
’L’ for an inductance, or ’C’ for a capacitance.

• name is the name given to the component (e.g. ’Rin’).

• node1 and node2 is the nodes the component is connected to. This can be either
a vector of length three, consisting of the x, y, and z-coordinates of the node, or
’GND’ to connect to ground. The node do not have to be a part of some object in
the model but may be in free space if more components are added.

• value is the value given to the component. This is given in ohm for resistors, Henry
for inductors, and Farad for capacitances.

peecProbe

Add a probe to the PEEC model.

A.probeind = peecProbe(probeName,node)
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• A is the structure array defining the model (same as was used for the meshing)
with ind being an index used to separate different components.

• probeName is the name given to the probe (e.g. ’V1’).

• node is the node where the probe is located. When running the simulation, the
voltage at this node will be printed to an array with this name.

2.3.2 Components in NEC-2

Two types of external components are currently available to define in NEC-2 with this
toolbox. As in PEEC, it is necessary to have an excitation source (currently only voltage
sources are available), This is much simpler than in PEEC and is therefore done manually
as described below. It is also possible to add a dielectric coating to the wires.

Adding a voltage source

A voltage source can be specified by adding the field EX to the model. It is specified
using the following syntax:

A.EX{ind} = [sourceTag,sourceSegment,Vreal,Vimag]

• A is the structure array defining the model (same as was used for the meshing)
with ind being an index used to separate different sources.

• sourceTag is the tag number (equivalent to the index used in the function necGW).

• sourceSegment is the number of the segment in the wire that is to be driven.

• Vreal and Vimag is the real and imaginary part of the voltage amplitude.

necDielCoat

Add a dielectric coating to the wires. This is done by specifying a field L in the model.

A.L = necDielCoat(epsilon,R,r)

• A is the structure array defining the model (same as was used for the meshing).

• epsilon is the relative permittivity of the dielectric medium that is to be added. It
may be complex.

• R and r is the radius of coating and the radius of the wire, respectively.
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Chapter 3

Simulation Options

In this chapter the various simulation options that are available in PEEC and NEC-2 are
presented. It is also shown how to run the simulations.

3.1 Simulation options in PEEC

In PEEC there are various options available depending on what type of simulation that
should be run. These can be controlled by setting the appropriate field in the struct
A (representing the model) to a certain value. A number of options are set manually
without using a function, these are shown in Table 3.1.

Option Values Explanation
A.ind ’yes’/’no’ Magnetic field coupling (inductance)
A.cap ’yes’/’no’ Electric field coupling (capacitance)
A.res ’yes’/’no’ Volume cell resistance
A.delay ’yes cc’/’no’ Time delay (full wave PEEC model)
A.lwa ’yes’/’no’ Surface reduction
A.mna ’yes’/’no’ Modified nodal analysis
A.plot ’V I’ Enable voltage and current distribution plotting

Table 3.1: Options in PEEC

peecField

Calculate the electric and/or the magnetic field created by the object. The field can be
calculated in a point, on a surface, or on a sphere.

A.field{ind} = peecField(type,...)

15



16 Simulation Options

• A is, as before, the structure array defining the model with ind being an index used
to separate different field specifications, i.e. this function can be used more than
once in the simulation process.

• type is what type of geometry that may be specified. This may be set to ’sphere’,
’plane’, or ’point’. The usage of each of these is explained below.

Using the option ’sphere’:

A.field{ind} = peecField(’sphere’,eh,rc,φ,θ)

• eh is used to specify what type of field that is calculated. Use e for electric field
only, h for magnetic field only, or eh for both electric and magnetic fields.

• rc is a vector with length 4 defining the center and the radius of the sphere. It
should be written as rc = [x,y,z,r], where x, y, and z is the x, y, and z coordinates
of the center of the sphere, and r is its radius.

• φ is a vector of length 3 that specifying the φ-coordinates of the points used in the
calclations. It should be written as φ = [#φ,φmin,φmax], where #φ is the number of
points in the phi-direction, φmin is the minimum φ-value, and φmax is the maximum
φ-value.

• θ is a vector of length 3 that specifying the θ-coordinates of the points used in the
calclations. It should be written as θ = [#θ,θmin,θmax], where #θ is the number of
points in the theta-direction, θmin is the minimum θ-value, and θmax is the maximum
θ-value.

Using the option ’plane’:

A.field{ind} = peecField(’plane’,eh,P0,P1,P2,dX,dY)

• eh is used to specify what type of field that is calculated. Use e for electric field
only, h for magnetic field only, or eh for both electric and magnetic fields.

• P0 is a vector specifying one of the corners of the plane. It should be written as
P0 = [x,y,z].

• P1 and P2 are vectors [x,y,z] that defines the x- and y-axes respectively, i.e. P1-
P0 is the x-axis and P2- P0 is the y-axis.

• dX is a vector with length 2 consisting of the number of points along the x-axis and
the length between each point.

• dY is the same as dX but for the y-axis.
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• More than one plane can be specified in this option. When using this feature, all
variables above should have the size Nplanes-by-Length. As an example, if two
planes are used, P0 above would be written as P0 = [x(1);x(2),y(1);y(2),z(1);z(2)].

A.field{ind} = peecField(’point’,eh,R)

Using the option ’point’:

• eh is used to specify what type of field that is calculated. Use e for electric field
only, h for magnetic field only, or eh for both electric and magnetic fields.

• R is a vector specifying the coordinates of the point. It should be written as
R = [x,y,z]. If more than one point is specified, R should be written as R =
[x(1);x(2),y(1);y(2),z(1);z(2)].

peecAnalysisType

Run the simulation in frequency domain or the time domain.

A.analysis = peecAnalysisType(’AC’,sweepType,samplePoints,freqStart,freqStop)
A.analysis = peecAnalysisType(’TRAN’,samplePoints,timeStart,timeStop)

• A is the structure array defining the model.

• ’AC’ indicates that the simulation will be done in the frequency domain while
’TRAN’ implies that the time domain will be used.

• samplePoints, freqStart, and freqStop are the number of samples used, the start
frequency and the stop frequency.

• samplePoints, timeStart, and timeStop are the number of samples used, the start
time and the stop time.

peecMat

Using this function, detailed results from the simulation will be written to a matlab data
file.

A.mat = peecMat(fname,matr1,matr2,...)

• A is the structure array defining the model.

• fname is the name of the output file where the results is to be written.

• matr1, matr2, etc. is the desired data. This can be:

– L: Partial inductance matrix,
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– P: Coefficient of potential matrix,

– R: Volume cell resistances,

– Cm: Connectivity matrix,

– Rv: Node reduction matrix,

– Pnorm: Normalized coefficients of potential matrix,

– SYS: System coefficient matrix.

peecMakeInp

This function creates the text for the input file that can be passed to the PEEC solver.

inp = peecMakeInp(A)

Here A is the structure array defining the model as before and inp is the desired
text string. Make sure that the model has been meshed using either peecMeshWire or
peecMeshSurf.

peecSave

This function saves writes the input text string to a text-file on disc.

peecSave(inp,fname)

• inp is the desired text string.

• fname is the name of the input-file (including path). If the function peecMakeBash
is not used, this file need to be put in the same directory as the PEEC-executable.

peecMakeBash

Create a bash-script to simplify the simulation-process when a large number of files are
to be processed. This is most useful in cases when the simulation is run on an external
server.

peecMakeBash(fnameinp,fnameout,fnamebash)

• fnameinp and fnameout are cell arrays consisting of the file names for the input-
and output-files, respectively. If these files are not in the same directory as the
PEEC-executable the path must be included in the filename.

• fnamebash is the name of the bash-script (including path). This must be put in the
same directory as the PEEC-executable.
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peecMakeBAT

Create a bat-script that can be run from within MATLAB on Windows.

peecMakeBAT(fnameinp,fnameout,fnamebat)

• fnameinp and fnameout are cell arrays consisting of the file names for the input-
and output-files, respectively. If these files are not in the same directory as the
PEEC-executable the path must be included in the filename.

• fnamebat is the name of the bat-script (including path). This must be put in the
same directory as the PEEC-executable.

The script can be run from within MATLAB by using the command:

!fnamebat

3.2 Running a NEC-2 simulation

Controlling the NEC-2 software is significantly simpler than controlling PEEC. This is
partly due to the fact that less options are available.

Specifying the frequency range of the simulation

The frequency range of the simulation is specified using the field FR. The following syntax
is used:

A.FR{ind} = [spacing,Nsamples,Startfreq,Dfreq]

• A is the structure array defining the model (same as was used for the meshing)
with ind being an index used to separate different sources.

• spacing determines the type of frequency spacing. Set to ’0’ for linear spacing and
’1’ for multiplicative spacing.

• Startfreq is the starting frequency in MHz.

• Dfreq is the frequency stepping increment.

Requesting a radiation pattern

A radiation pattern can be requested using the field RP. The following syntax is used:

A.RP{ind} = [Ntheta,Nphi,theta0,phi0,Dtheta,Dphi]

• A is the structure array defining the model (same as was used for the meshing)
with ind being an index used to separate different sources.
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• spacing determines the type of frequency spacing. Set to ’0’ for linear spacing and
’1’ for multiplicative spacing.

• Ntheta is the number of samples in the θ-direction where θ is the angle to the z-axis.

• Nphi is the number of samples in the φ-direction where φ is the angle to the x-axis.

• theta0 and phi0 are the starting θ and φ values.

• Dtheta and Dphi is the stepping increment in the θ and φ directions.

necMakeInp

This function creates the text for the input file that can be passed to the NEC-2 solver.

inp = necMakeInp(A)

Here A is the structure array defining the model as before and inp is the desired text
string. Make sure that the model has been meshed using necGW.

necScript

Using this function it is possible to run one or more simulations using the NEC-2 solver.

necScript(fnameinp,fnameout)

fnameinp and fnameout are the names of the input- and output files, respectively.
These can be either a char with one filename, or a cell array consisting of several filenames.
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Post Processing

4.1 Reading the Data

readPEECout

Read a PEEC output data-file.

[variable1,variable2,...] = readPEECout(fnameout,Npoints,probes)

• variable1, variable2, etc. are the names of the desired output variables. This must
be the same as the number of probes used in the simulation.

• fnameout is a cell array containing the output file names. The output files must be
in MATLAB’s search path.

• Npoints is the number of frequency points used in the simulation.

• probes is the name of the probes specified in the peecProbe command, see Section 2.3.

readVTK

Read data from a VTK-file. This file type is used by PEEC to store data about cell
currents and electric and magnetic fields.

X = readVTK(fname)

• X is a structure array containing all the data from the file.

• fname is the name (including the full path) of the file that is to be read.
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reshapeVTK

This function will reshape all fields in a VTK data file. The output will have the same
format as an array created by MATLAB’s meshgrid function.

B = reshapeVTK(A,m,n,p)

• B is a structure array containing the reshaped data. The field names will be the
same as the unchanged array, except for coordinate data which will be placed in
fields with names x, y, and z.

• A is the structure array that is to be reshaped.

• m, n, and p is the size of the output array.

peecParseInp

Parse an existing .inp-file. This is useful for adding objects etc. to an existing model.

A = peecParseInp(fname)

• A is the structure array containing the PEEC-model. When using this function
only nbars, ndiv, cs, and bz will be included.

• fname is the file name (including the path) of the .inp-file that is to be read.

readNECout

Read the output file from a NEC-2 simulation.

A = readNECout(fname,variable1,variable2,...)

• A is a structure array containing all desired output data.

• fname is the file name (including the path) of the .inp-file that is to be read.

• variable1, variable2, etc. are the names of the desired fields. By setting variable1
to ’all’ all fields will be read.
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GW Structure specification
segm Segmentation data,

the orientation angles alpha and beta
are elevation and azimuth, respectively

frequency and lambda Frequency and wavelength
EX Antenna input parameters
RP Radiation pattern
I Currents and locations

Table 4.1: Output fields from readNECout.

4.2 Plot Tools

plotPeec

Plot the model created for the PEEC simulations.

h = plotPeec(A,ind)
h = plotPeec(A,ind,nodes)

plotNECmodel

Plot the model created for the NEC-2 simulations.

h = plotNECmodel(nodes)
h = plotNECmodel(nodes,option,value)

• nodes is a cell array containing N-by-3 arrays with the node coordinates.

• h is column vector with the handles to the graphics objects created by the function
(one per cell). This is optional.

• option is a string defining a property of the line which should be set to the value
defined in the variable value.
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Chapter 5

Examples

5.1 Analysis of a Coil

This script can be used to analyze a single loop of a good conductor. The loop is excited
by a voltage source and connected via a resistor to ground.

clear all; close all;

% Create a coil

Nsides = 4;

a = [50,50];

b = [50,49.5];

z = 0;

nodes = peecRectangularCoil(Nsides,a,b,z);

% Mesh the wire

w = 0.1;

t = 0.1;

conductivity = 1e12; % good conductor

[peec.ndiv{1},peec.cs{1},peec.bz{1}] =...

peecMeshWire(nodes,w,t,'sigma',conductivity);

%Add a voltage source

AC = [1,0]; % the source has an amplitude of 1 V and phase 0 deg.

Tfunc = 'GPULSE'; % we have to specify a time function, but this will not

% be used since we make an AC−analysis.
Tparam = [1 1 1]; % specifications for the time function, again

% not used.

peec.excitation{1} = peecExcitation('V','Vin',nodes(1,:),'GND','AC',AC);

%termination

R = 50;
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peec.RLC{1} = peecRLC('R','R out',nodes(end,:),'GND',R);

%probe

peec.probe{1} = peecProbe('V1',nodes(end,:));

% frequency domain ('AC'), linear sweep ('LIN')

f = 0.001; % The frequency is 0.1 Hz

samplePoints = 1; % We only analyse at one frequency

freqStart = f;% The start frequency is 0.1 Hz

freqStop = f;% The stop frequency is 0.1 Hz

peec.analysis =...

peecAnalysisType('AC','LIN',samplePoints,freqStart,freqStop);

% peec solver options

peec.ind = 'yes';

peec.cap = 'yes';

peec.res = 'yes';

peec.delay = 'yes';

peec.lwa = 'yes fgi';

peec.mna = 'yes';

inp = peecMakeInp(peec);

fname = 'C:\mfiles\toolbox\peec−solver\squareCoil.inp';
fid = fopen(fname,'w'); % Open the file for writing

fprintf(fid,inp); % Write to the file

fnameinp{1} = 'squareCoil.inp';

fnameout{1} = 'squareCoilResults.m';

fnamebat = 'C:\mfiles\toolbox\peec−solver\squareCoilScript.bat';
peecMakeBAT(fnameinp,fnameout,fnamebat);

fclose all; % Close all files that have been opened with fopen

% change the directory to the windows peec−solver
cd 'C:\mfiles\toolbox\peec−solver\'

% run the scripts

!squareCoilScript.bat

%read results

[V1,samples] = readPEECout(fnameout,1,{'V1','samples'});

% Calculate the inductance

V = V1{1};
I = V/R; % Calculate the current

L = (AC(1)−V) / (j*2*pi*f*I);

% Plot the coil

figure(1); clf;

plotPeec(peec,1); % plot the model

xlabel('x (cm)'); % label on the x−axis
ylabel('y (cm)'); % label on the y−axis
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Figure 5.1: A square coil analyzed by the PEEC-method.

set(figure(1),'Color',[1,1,1]); % white background

The model created by the script above is shown in Fig. 5.1 (the figure is created
using this script). Using this model an inductance of approximately 30 µH is obtained.
The inductance L should be a real number but due to the finite conductivity a small
imaginary part can be seen. Try changing the conductivity and note the difference.

5.2 Analysis of a Dipole

This script can be used to analyze a dipole. The struct data will contain all data (such
as impedance and radiation pattern).

clear all; close all;

% Create the dipole

nodes{1} = [−0.25, 0, 0; 0.25, 0, 0];

nec.GW = necGW(nodes,21,1e−6);

nec.CM = 'Example of a dipole'; % comment to be printed in the output file

nec.FR = [0, 81, 260, 1]; % frequency range

nec.EX{1} = [1, 11, 1, 0]; % excitation

nec.RP = [1, 1, 0, 0, 5, 5]; % radiation pattern
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% Create the input file

inp = necMakeInp(nec);

fid = fopen('C:\mfiles\toolbox\nec2\test.nec','w');
fprintf(fid,inp);

fclose('all');

fnameinp = {'test.nec'};
fnameout = {'test.out'};

% Run the script

necScript(fnameinp,fnameout);

% Read the output file

data = readNECout(fnameout,'all');

% plot the dipole

figure(1); clf;

h = plotNECmodel(nodes,'LineWidth',2); % plot the model

xlabel('x (m)'); % label on the x−axis
ylabel('y (m)'); % label on the y−axis
zlabel('z (m)');

set(figure(1),'Color',[1,1,1]); % white background

grid on; % display a grid

ex = [data.EX{:}];
Z = [ex.Z]; % extract the impedance

reflCoeff = (Z−50) ./ (Z+50); % calculate the reflection coefficient

% plot the reflection coeffiscient vs. frequency

figure(2); clf;

plot(data.freq,10*log10(abs(reflCoeff)));

xlabel('Frequency (MHz)');

ylabel('Reflection Coefficient (dB)');

set(figure(2),'Color',[1,1,1]); % white background

The model created by the script above is shown in Fig. 5.2 (the figure is created using
this script). This is a half wave dipole with a length of 0.5 m. The dipole was divided
into eleven segments and the analyzed for frequencies between 260 and 340 MHz using
1 MHz increment. The resulting reflection coefficient can be seen in Fig. 5.3. It can be
seen that the antenna has an operating frequency of slightly less than 300 MHz.
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Figure 5.2: A half-wave dipole analyzed by NEC-2.
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Figure 5.3: The reflection coefficient of a half-wave dipole analyzed by NEC-2.
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